
Modernizing a data estate allows organizations to innovate faster and leverage new technologies 
like generative AI and machine learning to their fullest to unlock the business value needed to grow, 
become more efficient and stay competitive.

 

Why It Matters 
You need a modern data estate in order to unpack the power of your data to drive business success.  
Without a modern data estate, overall innovation, growth and operational efficiency will stall.  

Our D&A Roadmap is ideal for organizations that want to: 

•  Align business & technical stakeholders on a unified  
data & analytics vision

• Adopt & rollout Microsoft Fabric

•  Reduce maintenance costs to manage your data  
platform & maintain reports

• Modernize reporting capabilities

• Limit challenges with AI because of your data estate

• Migrate your data warehouse to cloud technology

•  Quickly find & validate data to gain insights  
into your business
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D&A ROADMAP 
Evolve, Transform & Innovate Your Data Estate
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Why 3Cloud 
3Cloud is the premier pure-play Azure partner in the ecosystem with unparalleled expertise in 
all things Azure. We specialize in delivering top-tier Azure infrastructure, cutting-edge artificial 
intelligence (AI), robust data & analytics and ground-breaking app development. Leveraging 
our extensive experience, advanced tools and customized accelerators – we ensure the 
quickest time to value for your Azure-based projects.

Your D&A Roadmap may be eligible for Microsoft funding

US PARTNER
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How It Works
Our approach to Azure data modernization starts with 
a phased D&A Roadmap designed to ensure successful 
identification, validation and implementation of business 
use cases. The three-week engagement with a data 
strategist starts with design thinking workshops and ends 
with a formal executive readout.

STEP 1: IDENTIFY STRONG  
BUSINESS USE CASE
• Design Thinking with Stakeholders 
• Business Impact & Complexity 

STEP 2: DESIGN AN  
AZURE SOLUTION
• Data Platform Architectures
• Analytics & AI Architectures 

STEP 3: CREATE AN 
ACTIONABLE PLAN
• Solution Justification
• Implementation Roadmap & Timeline
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Engagement 
Outcomes
Below is a list of the tangible 
items that will be provided at the 
conclusion of your engagement.

Azure D&A  
Roadmap

Strategy & Governance 
Recommendations

Architecture Design  
& Solution Planning

Azure Consumption  
& ROM Estimates

Executive  
Readout


